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Progressively playing through the zones

Description
This session creates an environment working on when to pass forwards

3 players with 2 balls
Cones are 2 yards apart
Black player starts on the inside of the cone and receives a pass
from player 1
Black passes back and moves to the other side of the cone to
receive again
Black receives one more from player one on the inside of the cone
then moves over for 3 passes with player 2
Try to get this down to one touch
Try to have players get close together
Technical Points
Be ready on toes to move
Move to be comfortble with pass
Quality of pass
strike in middle of ball

Technical (10 mins)

Practice Organisation
Area is 40x30 yards broken up into two 15x30 end zones
2 balls to begin with
12 players with 3 in each zone
Players are restrcited to thier own zone and look to pass to their
team mates in the next zone   
Detail
Area can be modified, depending on numbers & age of players.
This should form part of regular practice content to develop
game understanding.
Key coaching points
Team Shape
Recognizing passing lanes in and out of possession
Quality of pass
Angle of Support
U12 – The player should be able to play a penetrating pass
through to the target
U13 – The players should be able to complete a one touch pass to their target
U14 – The players Should be able to play a return pass or play in a smaller area
Once the group is down to one ball play a competetion of the 1st team to complete 10 passes

Restricted (15 mins)

Players are now allowed to overlap in zone and get into the next
zone
Coach the players ability to recognize when to overlap and the
affect it has on pressure
Once the group is down to one ball play a competetion of the 1st
team to complete 10 passes

Movement (20 mins)



Add in goals and 2 coach goalkeepers
play with 2 balls but allow one defender to cross over
players now score in goals
Slowly allow the real game to be played
Coaching points
Awareness of pressure
movement to unbalance the teams

Game (30 mins)
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